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GAME DESCRIPTION

Pigs in a blanket Teams of 2. One teammate is wrapped in a blanket. The other teammate rolls
them on the floor around a preset course. Head-to-head or fastest time wins.

Chubby Bunny How many marshmallows fit in a mouth? Use mini or full-size marshmallows.
Either set a time limit (how many fit in 2 minutes?) or count one by one.

Piggy Eating "How does the little piggy eat?" With no hands, players must eat pudding off a
plate. The first to finish wins.

Egg Race Place an egg on a plastic spoon and into the mouth of each player. Players race
on a preset course.  Players must restart every time the egg falls. 

Fluffy Bunny Using toilet paper rolls and teams of 2, one player is the wrapper and one is
the bunny. Player 1 wraps player 2 in toilet paper to make them fluffy like a
bunny. The team with the most covered bunny wins.

Silent Egg Everyone stands in a large circle. One egg is tossed around the circle clockwise. When
the egg gets back to the beginning, everyone steps back to widen the circle. If you drop
the egg, you’re out. If you talk or make noise, you’re out. Last remaining player wins.

Bobbing for Peeps Loop string around a Peep. Tie string to a branch so it is above the player's head
(or have someone hold the string). Have each player stand with their hands
behind their back. First to finish eating their peep wins.

Hot Potato Egg Sit in a circle and start quickly passing around an egg. When the music stops, whoever
is holding the egg has to leave the circle. Continue playing until there is a winner.

Jelly Bean Relay
This works best in teams of 3+. Each team has a bowl of jelly beans that they are trying
to transfer to an Easter basket across the room. Teammates race with a spoon full of
jelly beans, drop them in the basket, and race to pass the spoon to the next player.


